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	Covers Swift 2

	Swift, Apple's new language for app development, has been widely praised for its clean, safe, and feature-rich design. The language is poised to quickly replace Objective-C for developing iOS apps.


	Swift is now the 14th most popular language (Objective-C is #18, having sunk like a stone from #3) as of January, 2016.


	If you are serious about iOS app development, you should start learning Swift now.


	Although Swift at its core is a fun and easy-to-use language, it does have some aspects that are likely to be new to you. Like optional values. Its more sophisticated use of functions and closures. The new class-like data types of structures and enumerations. The sophisticated matching in swift statements. Generic programming. And the use of protocols as a substitute for inheritance in the new approach of "protocol oriented programming".


	And there are some complicated nuances that you'll occasionally run into that you need to understand. The initializing of new objects, especially when inheritance is involved. Type casting. Variations in function calling and the Swift compiler's intelligent response to the surprising variations allowed in closure syntax.


	What's the best way to learn Swift?


	You need a way to learn it that doesn't involve incomprehensible jargon and head-scratching convoluted language.


	Understanding Swift Programming is a book that has been carefully designed and written to introduce programmers (with at least some programming experience) to the new language. It has been crafted with clear explanations of everything about Swift, when possible in ordinary English with a minimum of technical jargon.


	Does it dump everything about a topic on you at once? No. It has a carefully layered organization, introducing you to essentials first and taking up a topic a second and sometimes even a third time to discuss further nuances.


	Is this a quickie book leaving out what you will actually need when you code an app? No. It offers complete coverage of all but the most obscure aspects of Swift.


	Does this just show you code without much explanation? No. As the title suggests, the goal is to help you fully understand the language, not just memorize code samples.


	Is this a book that you might read but then, as is common with many programming books, retain little of when you actually start coding? No. First, the book is organized so as to help you build up your understanding conceptually. It has an often light style, with over 35 cartoons that keep the mood informal and fun and aid retention. And second, at the end of every chapter, readers are invited to get a web browser and participate in the hundreds of exercises offered as part of the Hands-on Online Exercises. Studies have shown huge increases in retention when readers actively think in this way immediately after absorbing information.


	The book is inexpensive--with its 480 pages (est.) on an Ebook reader or 392 pages in its print version, compare its per-page cost with other books on Swift.


	A web site, understandingswiftprogramming.com, keeps track of (the still continuing!) changes to Swift and informs you of errors.


	The book covers the new Swift 2, including a 21-page chapter on Protocol Oriented Programming that we think is the most clearly written description of the new approach available anywhere.


	There's no risk. The Kindle version can be returned for a full refund if Amazon receives the request within 7 days. (Log in, go to Manage Your Content and Devices, select the book and then Return for Refund.) The print version can be returned within 30 days for a full refund. See the Returns Center.


	Understanding Swift Programming is more than a book. Its carefully crafted organization and writing, together with the Hands-on Online exercises, makes it a complete course for learning Swift, unique among what is available today.
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Agent and Web Service Technologies in Virtual Enterprises (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2007
Use of Internet technologies for the interest of individuals and organizations is becoming more contextrelated and the center of gravity is correctly placed to the utility and the value that all involved parties are getting from a business transaction, a business venture or a collaborative service.

Therefore, both aspects that are...
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Conversion Optimization: The Art and Science of Converting Prospects to CustomersO'Reilly, 2010

	How do you turn website visitors into customers?

	Conversion Optimization offers practical advice on how to persuade visitors to make a buying decision -- without driving them away through data overload or tedious navigation. You'll learn how to use marketing principles, design, usability, and analytics on your site to...
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Special Edition Using® FileMaker® 7Que, 2004
Once upon a time, you were an experienced FileMaker user. Now  there's an updated version of the software and you feel like you're back at the  beginning of the story. Special Edition Using FileMaker  7 can help you get back to "happily ever after" with your database  building skills....
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Developing Change LeadersRoutledge, 2009

	Implementing change is a major business challenge. Is your leadership up to the task?


	With change initiatives failing so frequently despite many books on the market addressing separately the topics of leadership and change management, Developing Change Leaders tackles in one concise volume the...
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Flex 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Flex your development muscles with this hefty guide
    Write programs using familiar workflows, deliver rich applications for Web or desktop, and integrate with a variety of application servers using ColdFusion, PHP, and others-all with the new Flex Builder 3 toolkit and the comprehensive tutorials in this packed reference....
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Pinterest For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Organize your life, your likes, and more with Pinterest and this fun how-to guide


	Now you can organize your digital life with Pinterest, a hot new site that lets you create visual bookmarks of your favorite things and "pin" them on virtual pinboards. Want to save something from a blog? Have a favorite retail...
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